Abstract-It is important in the petrochemical industry that there are high sensitivity, high accuracy, low-power consumption, and intrinsically safe methods for the detection of propane gas, to provide early warning of potential explosion hazards in oil-gas storage and transportation. Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) technology has the potential to provide an excellent basis both for early warning of explosion hazards and additionally to achieve precise, quantitative detection. In this paper, an approach to TDLAS detection of propane by using vertical cavity surface enhanced laser (VCSEL) technology, coupled with principle component analysis (PCA) is reported. In the evaluation carried out, the minimum detectable concentration could reach as low as 300 ppm and relative errors of the gas concentrations measured in this way were all below 5%. The experimental results obtained demonstrate that the use of VCSEL sources and PCA together solves difficulties often seen in the quantitative detection of propane by TDLAS at wavelengths close to 1684 nm. The approach also provides a strong experimental basis for the development of sensor systems based on TDLAS for propane and other combustible gas early warning of explosions, which makes it have real applicability in the petrochemical industry and oil-gas storage and transportation.
in the petrochemical industry as feedstock [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, propane is combustible and indeed explosive, where explosions can be easily caused when open flames or sparks are allowed to come near the propane source. Furthermore, propane evaporates easily at normal temperatures and pressures, compared with other hydrocarbon constituents of petroleum and petrochemical materials, emphasizing the hazard that it provides. Additionally, propane is heavier than air and can accumulate at ground level and thus is hard to eliminate when a leak occurs. These characteristics of the propane gas mean that any leakage potentially can cause a major risk, especially in the petrochemical and oil-gas storage and transportation industries, emphasizing the importance of good in-situ monitoring [5] . Currently, combustible gases such as propane are usually monitored by using either electrochemical sensors, catalytic combustion-type sensors or semiconductor sensors [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] -however these sensors are not intrinsically safe if they are mains electricity-powered (due to potential spark hazards).
Infrared absorption spectroscopy has wide potential for the detection of combustible gases, including propane [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, in field monitoring situations, the actual gas composition is often complex and interfering species are regularly present. The bulk of traditional infrared sources typically have very wide (usually up to tens of nanometers) spectral ranges and this may be critical when interfering species are present in the measurement volume. Furthermore, the instability and short lifetime of the bulk of traditional infrared sources (such as lamps and thermal sources) makes it more difficult for sensors based on such sources to achieve long term, stable and accurate monitoring to avoid propane explosions where it matters 'in-the-field' and thus to give the early hazard warning needed.
Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) is a type of infrared absorption spectroscopy technology which uses tunable diode lasers [17] rather than conventional (as has been discussed) less well suited sources. TDLAS has been widely used for the detection of several kinds of combustible gas such as methane, ethylene, acetylene and the like because of its use of a stable laser source, the higher spectral resolution available and potentially a simple system construction for in-the-field use [18] [19] [20] . In addition, combined with fiber optic components, TDLAS can provide an ideal solution for combustible gas sensing in the industries mentioned because of the simplicity of transmitting the infrared laser light for monitoring when in used in practical situations and obviating the need for mains power in the area being monitored -making such a sensor intrinsically safe. In this way, sensors based on TDLAS have significant potential for compact, in-situ propane monitoring which is well suited to industrial applications.
Currently, there are few reports on the quantitative detection of propane using this technique. Kluczynski et al. have reported the use of TDLAS to detect propane in the propylene production process at 3.37μm using a GaInAsSb/AlGaInAsSb DFB laser [21] taking advantage of the very strong absorption of the gas at this wavelength range. However, the optical fiber used (to suit such a wavelength range) is expensive and not readily available, limiting the applicability of the technique in this mid-infrared wavelength range and thus the practicability of such a system for in-situ propane monitoring. This is especially so in practical applications where such sensor systems are to be used over the large physical areas where petroleum storage tanks are located, making the cost of the expensive 3.37μm-transmitting optical fiber needed to be prohibitive for practical applications. However, a scheme using near-infrared for the detection of propane would be much more practical, given the considerably lower cost of the optical fiber needed for that spectral region. Propane has an absorption feature in the wavelength region near 1684nm (Chan et al. [22] and Yoo et al. [23] ) and therefore such a scheme could be practical given a suitable source. However, unlike methane, ethylene and acetylene, for example, there is no simple absorption peak in the wavelength region near 1684nm -the spectrum mainly consists of a spectral band with a peak superimposed upon it. Thus finding the spectral baseline with no obvious 'standalone' absorption peak is difficult because the band is also a part of the overall absorption spectrum. It is important to note that the scanning range of a traditional DFB laser typically is narrow, which usually only allows for the coverage of one absorption peak -for propane, the peak will be submerged in the overall spectrum when the concentration of propane is low and thus it will be more difficult to obtain quantitative data on propane concentration from the analysis that would then be carried out.
The aim of this work was to exploit the favorable characteristics mentioned to develop a system operating at this important wavelength of 1684 nm (to suit low cost fiber optics) using TDLAS to obtain quantitative data on propane. To do so, in this work the traditional DFB laser was replaced by a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) operating with an output wavelength from 1682.7nm to 1685.7nm, then Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was used to analyze the spectral data obtained and thus determine the concentration of propane present in the sample. Due to its highly suitable spectral range and in light of practical industrial applications, a VCSEL can be used to eliminate the spectral interference brought about by other species when monitoring is being done, as much as possible when compared with using traditional sources, and additionally a broader spectrum containing more information can be obtained, when compared with using a DFB. Furthermore, a VCSEL has the advantages of relatively low cost and low power consumption. For use in-the-field, the low cost and low power consumption are particularly important. The use of the PCA approach allows the full spectral data to be used, and thus a higher accuracy in the obtained results-further, this approach potentially could be extended to the monitoring of other species which are important for this industry.
II. SPECTROSCOPIC PRINCIPLE AND
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP Figure 1 shows an absorption spectrum of a sample of ∼9% propane, obtained over the wavelength range from 1600nm to 1740nm, at a temperature of 25°C and at a total 1 atmosphere (atm) gas pressure, obtained by using a supercontinuum source and a high resolution spectrometer. A broad absorption feature can be observed in the region from 1680nm to 1740nm, with an absorption peak superimposed on the spectral band at a wavelength near 1684nm. These results show good agreement with the work of Chan et al. [22] and Yoo et al. [23] .
Supported by the results in Figure 1 , the focus was then placed on the narrow wavelength range around 1684 nm and using a VCSEL whose output covered that spectral feature. Such a device was utilized as the tunable diode laser source in the experimental set-up created (shown in Figure 2 ) for the detection of propane and using the TDLAS approach.
The VCSEL was driven by a laser diode controller which allowed the current to vary from 1.49mA to 7.21mA to scan the output wavelength over the range from 1682.7nm (with an output power of 0.18mW) to 1685.7nm (with an output power of 1.61mW), with the VCSEL operating in temperaturecontrolled mode at 25°C using a thermoelectric cooler module. Due to the use of a fiber pig-tail output of the laser radiation from the VCSEL, the low energy loss of the single mode fiber used and the high sensitivity of the PD, the distance between a VCSEL and a propane monitoring site could be large (up to more than 1km), which makes the approach suitable for propane monitoring over the large areas seen 'in-the-field'. As the absorption spectrum of propane consists primarily of broadband features, two Gas Cells were included in the experimental set-up (as can be seen from Figure 2 ). Gas Cell 1 contains pure nitrogen gas only, while Gas Cell 2 is filled with nitrogen and propane gas. In the experimental set-up, the laser output beam was first split into two beams of equal intensity (I 0 ), using a beam splitter. The first beam was transmitted through a single-mode fiber, passed into Gas Cell 1, and at the photodetector, PD1, its residual intensity, I 1 was measured. In addition a second beam was transmitted through a further single-mode fiber, passed into Gas Cell 2 and at the second photodetector, PD2, its intensity, I 2 was monitored. It should be noted that in Gas Cell 1 there was no absorption over the wavelength range of interest by the nitrogen while, in contrast, the presence of propane in Gas Cell 2 caused a strong absorption. Due to multiple reflections in the Gas Cell itself, there is also an intensity loss (even in the absence of any absorbing gas features) and thus I 1 can be given as:
( 1) where β 1 represents the intensity loss due only to the light passing through the Cell itself, which from the Lambert-Beer law means that I 2 can be given as:
where P is the total pressure of the absorbing gas in Gas Cell; c is the concentration of the propane species; S is the spectral feature line strength; φ is the line shape function; L is the overall absorption path length (in this experiment it was 9 meters); and β 2 is the intensity loss caused only by the passage of light through Gas Cell 2 itself. Two photocurrent signals were generated at PD1 and PD2 representing these signals and the measured intensity I c1 of the photocurrent generated by PD1 is given by:
where K 1 is the photoelectric conversion coefficient of PD1. The intensity I c2 of the photocurrent generated by PD2 is given by:
where K 2 is the photoelectric conversion coefficient of PD2.
The two photocurrent signals generated were both acquired by using a data acquisition (DAQ) card and then sent to a computer (after preprocessing). The two Gas Cells used were both Herriot optical structures of 9m optical path length and were identical to each other [24] , [25] . As a result, the intensity loss due to the passage of light only through the cells, β 1 and β 2 can be considered identical for the two beams and thus:
In this way, based on equations (1) - (5), the absorbance of the propane sample in the cell can be represented by a log(I c1 /I c2 ) function, and this can be given by:
where PcφSL is proportional to the propane concentration c and log(K 1 /K 2 ) is a constant. By using two Gas Cells with identical structures, any signal noise caused by the intensity 'jitter' due to the VCSEL and noise caused by any difference of intensity due to Gas Cell losses at different wavelengths can be compensated through the ratio, I c1 /I c2 , thus enhancing the signal to noise ratio in the final measurement. The experiment to determine the propane concentration was carried out at 25°C and 1 atm total gas pressure. There were, in all, 20 gas samples used for calculating the 'score matrix' and the 'loading matrix' used in the PCA approach. The propane concentrations of the samples used started at 300ppm, increasing in 100ppm increments to a final figure of 2200ppm. Gas Cell 2 was successively filled with each of these gas samples and the corresponding propane absorption spectra were obtained. For illustration, the spectra from the 1100ppm propane and 2200ppm propane samples are shown in Figure 3 .
The lower explosive limit (LEL) of propane is 2.2%, and the concentration values 1100ppm and 2200ppm represent 5% LEL and 10% LEL of propane respectively, which are usually considered as the lowest two common alarm values in oil-gas storage and transportation [26] . Further tests were carried out in order to undertake a more detailed analysis and verification of the accuracy available from the detection system -to achieve this a further 100 test measurements were carried out and each successively evaluated. The concentrations of these test samples were set to range from 300ppm up to 2100ppm (in increments of 200ppm) and thus these nominal values for each of 10 test samples were each repeated 10 times. (thus 10 readings at the same concentration were taken, giving the 100 measurements in total). The quantitative analysis of the data collected for propane and the use of PCA is discussed below. Fig. 3 . Spectra due to the1100ppm and 2200ppm propane gas samples obtained by using the TDLAS approach.
III. ANALYSIS

A. Spectral Analysis
Compared with the use of a DFB laser, the wider wavelength scanning range of the VCSEL used is an important advantage. However, the relationship between the output wavelengths and the input currents is a quadratic function rather than a linear function. The quadratic function can readily be determined by fitting the output wavelength values and the input current values, and the correlation coefficient R 2 is 0.99986. The tuning characteristic of the VCSEL used, at 25°C, is shown in Figure 4 . Thus for a constant current change, the wavelength difference at longer wavelengths is slightly larger than at shorter wavelengths. In the analysis, more spectral sampling points are used at these longer wavelengths ( Figure 3 shows the larger absorbance at longer wavelengths). Here, the wavelength interval of two spectral sampling points around 1682.7nm was considered as the reference, and over the region from 1682.7nm to 1685.7nm, when the wavelength interval of two points was greater than twice the reference, a wavelength value would be interpolated at the center of these two wavelengths. Following that, a cubic spline interpolation method was utilized to calculate the corresponding absorptions at these interpolated wavelengths.
A cubic function was used as the spline function, which is given below, as Equation (7):
where i is the index of the wavelength point, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n; x i and y i are the original wavelength and the absorptive intensity at wavelength I respectively; M i is the undetermined coefficient of the interval i; h i is the wavelength difference value of point i and i + 1, which is given as:
Further, the vector M i can be given by:
where λ i is given as:
μ i is given as:
d i is given as:
According to Equations (7) - (12), the cubic spline function S(x) corresponding to each interval can be obtained by using the original spectral data and therefore, the absorptive intensity at each interpolated wavelength can be determined. The comparison between the original absorption spectrum and the spectrum developed from using the interpolated points is shown in Figure 5 (the original spectral points are shown as asterisks; the interpolated points are shown as hollow rectangles). In the experiment carried out, new spectral points are interpolated in the spectral region from 1685.15nm, which can be seen from the bottom right-hand corner of Figure 5 . At some wavelengths the points are the superpositions of asterisks and rectangles, while at some wavelengths the points are only shown by rectangles which means these points are interpolated by using the cubic spline interpolation method. Compared with the original spectral data, the new spectral data includes more absorption features, which then provides the basis for quantitative analysis of the propane spectrum by using the PCA method.
B. Quantitative Analysis of Propane
Due to the complexity of the molecular geometry and the substantial number of vibrational modes, there is no 'standalone' absorption peak for propane in the spectral region from 1682.7nm to 1685.7nm, as shown in Figures 1 and 3 , (and this is different from the absorption features of gases such as methane, ethylene and acetylene, for example). There is a clear peak near 1684nm, but it is superimposed on a much broader absorption band. If the spectral information from only the peak wavelength is used for the analysis of the propane signals, then much spectral information at other wavelengths will be lost. When using only one intensity value, the consequent final calculated concentration may then fluctuate significantly due to noise, especially during in-situ detection where signals may be weak. The Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) method can use intensity values at more than one wavelength to calculate the concentrations of the propane species, but it is hard to avoid multi-collinearity of the spectral data which may bring larger errors during the calculation of the concentration of propane, using this MLR approach. Thus, in order to achieve high-accuracy measurements of low concentrations of propane, the PCA method was used as it can make good use of intensity values at different wavelengths, and reduce the spectral data dimensions, thus avoiding multi-collinearity issues. In the experiment carried out to validate this approach, the spectra obtained using the cubic spline interpolation processing approach were used for the PCA analysis. Here there are, in total, 203 points at different wavelengths for each sample absorption spectrum. The absorption spectra matrix, X, consists of absorption spectra of different concentrations and is given by: 
where m is the number of spectral points of each concentration (and here this is 203); n is the number of sample concentrations (and here this is 20); I 11 , I 12 , . . . , I 1m , are the intensities recorded for a concentration of 300ppm propane at the first wavelength, at the second wavelength, . . ., and up to the 203th wavelength; similarly I 21 , I 22 , . . . , I 2m , are the intensities for 400ppm propane, . . ., and I n1 , I n2 , . . . , I nm , are the intensities for 2200ppm propane. The loading matrix P can be determined by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of X. In the experiment, there are in total 26 nonzero eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are chosen to constitute the loading matrix P. The score matrix, T, can be obtained from:
T can be seen as the projections of the absorption spectra data onto the loading matrix. There is little multicollinearity in the score matrix T, and as much spectral information as possible is utilized to calculate the concentrations of propane species. So, the MLR method can be used for quantitative analysis of the propane concentrations by taking the score matrix T as the source of the new spectral data. The relationship between the concentration vector, C, and the score matrix, T, is given as:
where C is given by:
and where c 1 is 300ppm, c 2 is 400ppm, . . ., c n is 2200ppm; B is the regression coefficients vector, which is given by:
So, B can be given as:
According to Equations (15) - (18), the concentration, c detect , of the gas sample to be detected can be given as:
where t detect is the score vector of the absorption spectrum of a gas sample to be investigated. Usually in traditional TDLAS detection, a DFB laser source is used, where the spectral intensities arising from the different gas samples (representing different concentrations at a peak wavelength) were used and fitted for these gas concentrations samples using a polynomial curve (such as a quadratic or a cubic function). The concentrations of these gas samples being measured can be then obtained by reference to the fitted curve. In order to verify the greater accuracy achievable for propane detection obtained when using the VCSEL source coupled to the PCA method (and thus to compare it with the traditional TDLAS detection method), firstly the spectra of the 20 gas samples discussed above were obtained by the VCSEL source and the 'score matrix' and the 'loading matrix' were obtained by the PCA method. Secondly the spectra of the 20 gas samples were obtained by using the DFB laser source and a fitted quadratic curve and a cubic curve were obtained. Then Gas Cell 2 was successively filled with 100 test gas samples of known values from 300ppm, 500ppm, 700ppm, . . ., up to 2100ppm (in increments of 200 ppm) as mentioned above. The results obtained by traditional TDLAS detection and using the VCSEL source coupled to the PCA method for the determination of these gas concentrations are shown in Figure 6 and the relative errors in the concentration results obtained are shown in Figure 7 .
When making up the gas samples at 300ppm, a low flow rate meter was used and thus the flow error was kept small, but when making up gas samples of high concentrations such as 1900ppm and 2100ppm, the flow error was larger. Thus it can be seen from Figure 6 that the concentration results determined fluctuate slightly around the corresponding true values and the results obtained for high concentrations fluctuate more widely than those at low concentrations. However, from Figure 7 it can be seen that the relative errors when measuring high concentrations are smaller than those at the low concentrations, since the corresponding true concentration values are much higher than those at the low concentrations. The maximum value of the errors obtained by using the VCSEL source, coupled to the PCA method, relative to the true value, is ∼4.9%, while the minimum error relative to the true value is close to zero -an important conclusion is that all relative errors are below 5%, which is important as it meets the requirements from industry for the detection of propane [27] , [28] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, a VCSEL with output wavelengths over the range from 1682.7nm to 1685.7nm was utilized as a laser source for the detection of propane by using the TDLAS method, coupled to a cubic spline interpolation method and the PCA method for determining concentrations of propane gas. The experimental results obtained from an extensive series of laboratory tests with known gas concentrations demonstrate that the wide scanning range offered by the use of the VCSEL source allows a wider spectrum to be obtained and thus more information from which concentration data can be obtained. The PCA approach makes good use of all the spectral data obtained and effectively avoids the problem of the multicollinearity of the spectral matrix with the characteristics of the absorption spectrum. With an absorption path length of 9 meters, the system created can measure successfully at 300ppm and the relative errors in the concentrations values obtained are all below 5%. Considering that the lowest two common alarm values in oil-gas storage and transportation are 5% lower explosive limit (LEL) and 10% LEL which correspond to 1100ppm and 2200ppm respectively, achieving a detectable concentration of 300ppm with relative errors below 5% is sufficient for successful early warning of propane leaks in the petrochemical and oil-gas storage and transportation industries. This application combining VCSELs and the PCA approach solves the difficulties conventionally seen in quantitative detection of propane by TDLAS at wavelengths near 1684nm.
Work done to date has been laboratory-based but designed with applications in-the-field in mind. For example, the DFB laser source was replaced by a VCSEL rather than a SC laser source in order to make the whole system portable, the applicable scanning range from 1682.7nm-1685.7nm was used in order to eliminate spectral interference brought about by interfering species likely present when in-the-field monitoring is done and the moving average method was used to eliminate the spectral noise before the spectroscopic analysis was undertaken. Currently the authors are designing and manufacturing a small-size electrical system to replace the laser diode controller so that the techniques can easily be transferred from the laboratory to successful field applications, to create equipment which meets industry's need for portability. Indeed, in the petrochemical industry and for oilgas storage and transportation, the main interfering species is butane and the spectral interference cannot totally be eliminated. However, future work will focus on how to extract the propane spectrum and butane spectrum individually from the spectra of the mixed gases. Additionally, work will need to be done to reject interference signals, the effects of pressure and temperature fluctuations and vibration susceptibility arising from the conditions in the industrial environment in field use. Thus the work of this paper provides an excellent 'proof of principle' as an experimental basis for the design of better portable sensor systems based on TDLAS for propane and other relevant combustible gas explosionhazard early warning in these and similar industries where such problems can occur. This represents an important start in transferring the TDLAS-based technology discussed from the laboratory to practical industrial applications to solve problems of major importance and which will enhance safety and security.
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